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Open House

Be alert of vehicles or persons following you
into a parking lot or a garage.
Never enter you car without checking that it is
safe to do so (look inside before you get in-especially the back seat area).
Do not expose yourself to unnecessary risk.
Leave the parking area if you encounter anything
suspicious and remember to trust your instincts.
Lock your vehicle at all times and remove all
valuables and portable items. Remember that you
should have nothing of value in plain view.

RRC is holding its annual Open House in order
to help prospective students make an informed
decision for the 2006 school year. The open
house runs on both campuses from 9 a.m. - 1
p.m. and 5 p.m. - 8 p.m. on Feb. 14.
Guides will be available to help visitors get
around. In addition, visitors can join in on guided
walking tours around the campuses, information
sessions and presentation on various college programs, and staff will be available on campus to
answer any questions you may have.
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the next story meeting
for the projector is:
12:00 p.m., Friday,
Feb. 17, 2006
in W102 Newsroom.
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P'urveyors of General
Merchandise tic Supplies
ANOTHER RRCSA VENTURE

*Bus Passes
*Candy
*Drinks
*Stamps
*Cards
*Lottery
*Micro. Soups

We Sell:
*Disks
*DVD-R
*Chips
*Popcorn
*Pens/Pencils
*Phone Cards
*Event Tkts

*Papers
*SPC
*Milk
*Drugs
*Snacks
*Cell Cards
*HABA

Located just inside the William St. Atrium Entrance

Another Service Provided By Your RRCSA

letters to the editor
Got something to say? We want to hear from you.
Email your letter to editor@theprojector.ca

the projector:
Phone: 204.947.0013

Fax: 204.949.9150
The Projector
c/o Red River College Students' Association
P 110 - 160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 1 K9
For advertising information, contact
Guy Lussier at:
204.632.2070
glussier@rrc.mb.ca

RE: "YOUR HEALTH MATTERS" JAN. 23
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank Jack Rach for his article
"Your Health Matters - Put a good plan to use."
His article was very informative to readers as
to what benefits are covered under the Student
Health and Dental Plan.
However, Jack indicated that the health plan
covers a portion of chiropractic, naturopathic,
osteopathic care and licensed massage therapy
and that these services were grouped together with
an 80 per cent reimbursement to a maximum of
$350 a year.
Actually these services are not grouped togeth-

er. Each service is separate. A student on the
plan would receive 80 per cent reimbursement
to a maximum of $350.00 each benefit year per
service.
Students can obtain more detail information
regarding their plan by visiting the Student
Benefits Plan Office Notre Dame Campus
Room FM 66 or the Princess Campus Students'
Association Office P-110.
Check us out on the web at www.gallivan.ca/
studentnetworks or e-mail sahealth@rrc.mb.ca.
Christa Gobin
Student Benefits Plan Office Red River College
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Olympic sculpture stops over in the 'Peg
BY ERIN CARTER

S

he hides behind a mask
of fabric. She faces northwest towards Winnipeg's
downtown and captures the
imagination of all that see her.
Unfortunately, she won't survive spring, because she's made
of snow.
She is "The Dream", a
snow sculpture developed and
designed by the Canadian
sculpting team of Peter
Vogelaar, Carl Schlinchting,
and David Ducharme who
are heading to Italy for this
months' Winter Olympics.
Due to the influence of local
sculpter Denis Savoie, the team
fit in a quick stop in Winnipeg
to debut their sculpture that
they will build in Italy.
"It was an image we wanted
to try," said Vogelaar who has
been sculpting since 1992, the
longest on the team. "I love
hearing people say, 'Wow...
that's impossible.' I love getting
people to realize what's possible
with these simple mediums."
The 52-year-old Vogelaar

embodies the Olympics spirit
by pushing the limits of possibilities. He is very excited at
the opportunity to represent
his country in an event that is
part of the cultural celebration
at the Games.
"Our sculpture will see
upwards of 100,000 visitors,"
said Vogelaar.
To earn the chance to
represent their country, the
team won first place in the
Canadian Snow Sculpture
Championships held at the
2005 Quebec Carnaval. They
sculpted an 18-foot tall sculpture named Mon Pays C'est
l'Hiver, which won the Jury's
Choice, People's Choice, and
Volunteers Choice awards.
"I've been an artist all my
life," said Vogelaar, "But I love
the size of this medium."
Vogelaar got involved in
snow sculpting back in the early
'90s when he and his wife, who
is also an artist, entered a snow
sculpting contest. They both
felt enticed by the prize - a
trip to Quebec — but Vogelaar
admits they didn't know much

rrc grad cracks
global market

about sculpting.
"We had no clue. I think we
knew that there'd be a block of
snow to start with," Vogelaar
said.
Now Vogelaar is teaching others how to sculpt. He
teaches sculpting classes across

Canada to kids and adults and
makes a living doing it.
"It took 15 years to get here,
but last year was the first time I
made a living of this." .
His team also sculpts sand
and ice, which allows the team
to work all year long and pay

THE 7TH MAL RRC DIVERSITY ESSAY CO

T

.
ESE' NTS,

`YOUR BOX
DIVERSITY tICFNALLENGE:
-4

3 WINNERS WILL BE SELECTED FROM
THE SUBMISSIONS AND AWARDED

500 9 $300, & $200

SCHOLARSHIPS!,

THIS DIVERSITY ESSAY CONTEST CHALLENGES YOU TO STEP OUT OF YOUR
CULTURAL BOX AND OPEN YOURSELF UP TO THE DIVERSITY IN YOUR COMMUNITY.
THEN CREATE A PROJECT THAT EXPRESSES WHAT THIS EXPERIENCE TAUGHT
YOU AND WHAT DIVERSITY MEANS TO YOU

CONTEST OPEN TO ALL RRC STUDENTS

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15TH, 06

BY JAMES TURNER

professional con-artist who
bilked him out of $5000.
he next time you slip
Luckily for Martin, he dison one of those ubiq; covered a trick when trying to
uitous vinyl fundraising market a product that required
bracelets, think of RRC grad Asian manufacturers. When
Donovan Martin.
researching the complexities of
Martin, a former business overseas trade, he found a niche
student at the Notre Dame for a service that would evencampus, has launched Martin tually become the rationale
Global (martin-globalcom), a behind Martin Global.
company that not only mar"We assemble the logistics on
kets the colourful bracelets-the the products that (Canadian)
defining fundraising tool as of companies are seeking to
late- but also acts as a consult- import and or manufacture,"
ing agency to connect Canadian he says. "Then we provide
businesses to manufacturers them with a detailed list of
and wholesalers in Asia.
(Asian) businesses which can
There's just one small thing meet those requirements...I
that Martin wants current RRC bought into a few large databusiness students to know.
bases, and after a mix of trial
It's not easy.
and error I found a better way
"I really didn't think (busi- of doing things...we deliver
ness) would be that hard," said a completed analysis of those
Martin. "The one thing that businesses to you, - based on
I wish I had taken a lot more the criteria your company has
serious is when my instruc- provided."
tors said 'It's not going to be
Martin speaks highly of RRC
easy.' They cautioned us not to business instructors, especially
expect to become instant mil- Vic de Witt, who teaches manlionaires."
agement and marketing.
After graduating in 1997,
"He's a great guy who takes
Martin ventured into the the time to answer your quesworld, of business as a partner tions," Martin says. "He was
in a publishing enterprise that straight up- business is not as
was going to be the first black easy as you think, and he was
magazine at the time to go really honest."
national."
As difficult as he may have
Just before launch, however, found things, Martin offers
Martin found himself doing some encouragement to curthe bulk of the work, so he rent RRC business students.
took his money out of the ven"It really can happen," he
ture and quit. A month later, says. "It's just a bit of persisthe magazine crashed.
tence and really good planHis hardest lesson came in ning."
1999, however, when he was
taken in by (what he calls) a

the bills.
According to the team's
website, their goal is "to create
images which will live long in
the memory of the viewer."
"The Dream" is located at
the corner of Tache Avenue and
Provencher Boulevard.
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RED RIVER
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Diversity & Immigrant
Student Support

For more information or to pick up
your entry form contact:
Alix Reynolds.
Diversity & Immigrant Student Support
Building D, Room 105 (Notre Dame Campus) or
P2101, 2nd Floor (Princess Street Campus)
Phone: 949-8393
Email: areynolds@rrc.mb.ca

Stronger For Our Experience
People make companies.
Our employees are a living history of our
company, revealing both our roots and the
global extensions of our growth. Their
nuity, adaptability and dedication

e forefront.

NEW GRADUATE ENGINEER B
TECHNOLOGIST OPPORTUNITIES
Tiompson, Manitoba

ABOUT OUR OPERATIONS
Inco Limited is one of the world's premier mining and metals companies and the world's
second largest producer of nickel. Our world-class mineral reserve and resource base is among
the best in the global nickel industry. We are also an important producer of copper, cobalt and
precious and platinum-group metals, and a major producer of specialty nickel-based products,with
an operations and marketing network present in over 28 countries.
Inco Limited offers an attractive compensation package, including competitive salaries, profit sharing,
and industry's leading benefit and pension plans. Relocation assistance within Canada is available. Our
communities offer the rare combination of urban convenience and natural adventure.
We currently have several exciting career opportunities available within our Manitoba and Ontario Operations
located in Thompson, Manitoba and Sudbury, Ontario:
NEW GRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES

"

For further informaten,
or to apply online.
please visit the careers"
section at Amu ,nco corn
or contact us at
Phone (204) 778-2593
Fax (204) 778-2693.

Engineering and Geology:
Chemical / Metallurgical Engineers
Mine Engineers
Civil I Structural Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical I Instrumentation Engineers
Geologists
Technology (Design):
Civil I Structural Technologists
Mechanical Technologists
Electrical / Instrumentation Technologists
Metallurgical / Chemical Technologists
All applications must be received no later then 4 pm on Monday, February 13th, 2006.

www.inco.com

"Inco is an equal opportunity employer."

Red River College

Students' Association
Make it Yours!
WWW.RRCSA.COM
Message

F r o m

The

Executive

As the 2005-06 schoolyear comes to a close this April, it is time once again for the annual RRCSA elections. Our executive has worked hard to
serve you, the students of RRC, but now it is time to pass the torch on to the next SA. We encourage you to participate in these elections, whether
it be working on a campaign, running for an executive position, volunteering at the polls and of course the most important part - voting.
The executive positions are PAID positions, allowing you to earn while you learn. It also provides an opportunity for you to represent RRC students on a local, provincial and national stage. Nominations are open, and nomination forms can be picked up at the SA offices at Notre Dame CM20 - or at the Princess Street campus - P 110.
We encourage you to get involved and ask us questions about our jobs. Our contact information is located at the bottom of this page. Or visit our
website at www.RRCSA.com.
Rex Masesar, President
Adam Rogocki, VP - Academics
Helena Herrera, VP - Support Services
Matt DiUbaldo, VP - Princess St. Campus

Student Clubs - The Lowdown
The social aspect is an important part of college life. Joining a campus club is just one of the
many ways to get involved and meet people who have similar hobbies and interests. Often
times classes will start a club in order to fundraise for their own graduation parties. Having
club status allows you and your club to access a wealth of fundraising opportunities and
even financial assistance to help get your club up and running.

Nominations open: Monday, February
6th
Nominations close: Thursday, March
2nd

Some clubs that may grabs you interest:
Ad Apt Communications
Biker's 'n' Blues
College Prep for Nursing
Creative Communications Media Awards
ECE Grad Club
Malyoisin Catapult Team
The Destroyers

RRCSA Elections Schedule

Alley Cats Club
Child and Youth Care
Community of Culinary Arts Students
DNA Grad Club
ECE Workplace Grad Club
Simple Simon's Solutions
Youth for Christ

Campaigning Begins: Wednesday,
March 15th
Advance Polls: Wednesday, March
22nd

For more information on any one of these clubs please visit Helena at the Students'
Association offices in CM20, NDC or call 632 2480 to see how you can get involved. What
are you waiting for?

Campaigning ends: Tuesday, March
28th
Voting: March 29th and 30th

CNIB Benefit Auction!!
The Canadian National Institute for the Blind, along with
Silver Level sponsors, the Red River College Students'
Association, will be hosting the 7th annual Eye On The
Arts Benefit Art Auction on March 21, 2006 at the
Winnipeg Convention Centre.
The event will feature more than 200 works of art from
divers local, national and international artists. All proceeds go to supporting the CNIB network of programs
and services which are offered to over 5,300 blind and
visually impaired Manitobans.
For more information, or to purchase tickets, please call
the CNIB at 774-5421 or go to
www.cnib-eyeonthearts.com

Be Smart!! Call us!!

For more information or to pick up
your nomination package, go to the SA
offices at CM 20 (ND) or P110 (PS).

Princess Street Campus
Contact Campus Security
at 949-8305

RRCSA - MAKE IT YOURS!

Notre Dame Campus
Contact Campus Security
at 632-2323

Pizza I:lays!

Safe Walk

Or use the safewalk
phones located on both
campuses.

Notre Dame
Wednesdays
Feb8th & Feb 22nd
Princess St_
Thursdays
Feb 9th 8r. Feb 23rd
-

Rex Masesar

Adam Rogocki

Helena Herrera

Matt Diljbaldo

President
(204)-632-2474

VP Academic
(204)-632-24.77

VP Support Services
(204)-632-2480

VP Princess St
204)-949.8466
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helping solve the city's crime
BY AMIE LESYK
je anuary
marked
International
Crime
Stoppers Month and
30th anniversary of the
world-wide program.
According to Wayne Elliot,
communications chair for the
Winnipeg branch of CS, the
month creates "international
recognition" for the program.
"It's nice to get recognized
that you are doing something
valuable in the community.
Crime Stoppers is recognized
by some very powerful organizations, like the United
Nations," said Elliot.
Crime Stoppers asks the
public for information on any
unsolved crimes. Anonymous
tips and witnesses have
helped in getting criminals
charged and sentenced for
their crimes.
Elliot says that since it
- . started in 1984, Winnipeg
Crime Stoppers has helped
solve over 20 murders where

no leads were apparent.
It is a collaborative effort
between the Winnipeg Police
Service, the volunteers who
run the organization, and the
local media.
Elliot has been volunteering
with CS for eight years.
"We work out of our
homes," says Elliot of the

"It's nice to get
recognized that
you are doing
something valuable
in the community."
WAYNE ELLIOT

many volunteers. "The police
service donated an office in
the Public Safety Building.
That is where the tip line
comes in."
Not only is Crime Stoppers
connected to the WPS, but
the RCMP as well.
"We get tips that are pertinent to the city as well as the
province," says Elliot.

Canadian-born
Albuquerque, New Mexico
police detective Greg
MacAleese established the
first Crime Stoppers program
in 1976
Crime Stoppers programs
around the world follow the
same guidelines of operation
as in North America.
"Award systems may be
slightly different than ours,"
says Elliot. "Our award is up
to $2000."
But he adds about onethird of award offers are never
picked up.
Crime Stoppers runs entirely on funding from private
donations. No federal, provincial or city funding goes
into the program.
Information on Crime
Stoppers, unsolved crimes, or
the crime of the week is available on the Crime Stoppers
website located at winnipeg.ca
under the Winnipeg Police
Service link.

change of
government &
$43 million
lost?
BY AMIE LESYK

community centre funding, saying
it did not meet the requirements of
ayor Sam Katz pledged the federal strategic infrastructure
. $43 million of tri-level fund.
government money to
Benham says Alcock, who recentWinnipeg community centres last ly lost his riding, had a change of
April, but now that the federal party heart later on that year.
in power has changed and none of
"When the Conservative nonthis money has been spent, the pos- confidence vote came up last year,
sibility of losing it is on the mind of Reg Alcock had a deathbed conversome Win nipeggers.
sion," says Benham.
"We could lose everything,
"And some of the money was slatbecause we had a mayor who ed for Linden Woods, a block-andwanted to
a-half from
break all
Alcock's
"We could lose every,
the rules,"
house."
said city thing, because we had
Now, a
councilor a mayor who wanted to
new federal
Donald
Conservative
break all the rules."
Benham,
government,
T h e
a new prime
DONALD BENHAM
funds,
minister,
originally earmarked for bus rapid- and a new cabinet minister have
transit, the Kenaston underpass,
the power to yank back the $43
or sewage treatment facility upmillion funding, while many city
grades, came from all levels of community centres are banking on
government: federal, provincial, and the cash.
municipal.
Isaac Brock Community Centre
When Katz ditched the bus manager Bob Gringas is confident
rapid-transit plan that Glen Murray that their $630,000 dollar grant is
had put in place, he announced on the way.
that he would designate the funds
"The funding is there for sure,"
to city community centres instead.
he said.
According to Benham, federal
Isaac Brock has big plans for
funds are not to be spent on comtheir cash, like many community
munity projects such as recreational
centres do. They are planning to
facilities.
add a gymnasium and are counting
Last year Winnipeg South Liberal
on Mayor Katz's promises in order
MP Reg Alcock put a halt to the to do so.

M

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT LTD.

TAXES DONE YET?
Staving February 20,2006 we will be in the Atrium at the
Princess Campus, Monday - Wednesday - Friday !turn
12-3 p.m., and at the Not Dame Carnpus, Monday
through Friday, (Libraq Hallway) 9 - 3 p.m.

After Hours Please Call 885-5280 for appt.
Basic Student & Staff Return Only

$30.00 Including Taxes
See you soon/

ag-industry
opens borders
BY CARTE WILLSON

T

he Canadian agricultural industry
has been on a roller coaster ride
the past few years due to the U.S.
tariffs on spring wheat, the discovery
of BSE and subsequent closure of the
Canadian-U.S. border to cattle, and
2005's wet growing season.
In the last two years, it's estimated that
more than $500 million was spent on
production compensation to farmers.
But things look to be turning around
for the agri-business industry. Since
January, Manitoba has hosted a number
of delegations from other countries interested in our agricultural industries.
"Representatives from four different
countries have
been touring our
province this week
alone,
visiting
specific
agricultural sites relevant
to their interests,
many with a view
to promoting trade
relationships and agriculture-related
business opportunities," says Rosann
Wowchuk, Manitoba's Agriculture, Food
and Rural Initiatives Minster.
Delegations from Russia, China,
and Mexico toured facilities from the
Food Development Centre to Morden's
Agriculture Canada Research Station and
participated in Brandon's Ag Days.
Over 10 per cent of Manitoba's gross
domestic product is from agriculture
and its related industries, and over half
of the provinces agri-food production is
exported outside of Manitoba, with the
U.S. being our greatest trade partner.
The Canadian Wheat Board indicates
that, in 2003-2004, 86 per cent of all
wheat, durum, and malting barley sold

to them was exported to other countries.
Due to this large trade, the government
of Manitoba has several ventures devoted
to increasing agri-business development
and trade. Each is devoted to serving
certain geographical areas and for certain
market developments.
The Manitoba Agri-Ventures Initiative
provides funding to market development
and value added ventures, which provide
new uses for regular agricultural products. Currently 24 project proposals have
been approved under this program.
The Market Development and
Promotion section controls development
activities in Canada, the U.S., Europe,
and the Middle East. They deal specifically with agricultural and agri-food
products grown
and processed in
Manitoba.
A
further
program,
the
International Trade
ROSANN WOWCHUK
Section, deals with
Latin America and
Asia. They assist with trade opportunities
and market awareness.
Manitoba has hosted over 50 incoming trade missions from countries such
as Algeria, Iran, Switzerland, India, and
Japan. Manitoba also has trade agreements with numerous countries, including Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina.
"Manitoba's trade delegations have been
welcomed guests in many countries in
recent years, many of which have signed
memorandums of understanding for
future trade activities," says Wowchuk,
who hopes the increase in incoming trade
missions shows the world that "opportunity is knocking and Manitoba is open
for business."

"Opportunity is
knocking and
Manitoba is open
for business."
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bringing attention to
eating disorders
BY JOANNA FULTZ

E

ating Disorders Awareness Week
spans the week of Feb. 5 to 11
in an effort to increase knowledge and provide information about
Canada's high incidence rates of disordered eating.
According to Phyllis Lightfoot,
president of the Eating Disorders
Association of Manitoba, the increasingly image-conscious media contribute to the steady rise of body obsession
and eating disorders among people
across the country and the world.
"With the media the way it is, everybody feels like they have to conform,
it's just terrible," says Lightfoot.
Anorexia nervosa (depriving the body
of food), bulimia (binge eating and self
- induced vomiting), and overeating
(using excessive food consumption as a
comfort mechanism), are all disorders
that constantly pick away at young
women, but the occurrence of such
disorders in men and older women is
also on the rise. "For males, bulimia is
huge. They want to buff up, and usually we see them severely over exercising.

n

BY JACK RACH

But, they don't come forward as much,
for them it is more of a secret disease,"
says Lightfoot.
"Women in their 40's with an empty
nest are also increasing in numbers,"
she says.
Post-secondary students experiencing
significant amounts of stress through
their education, part-time jobs, and

"Eating
disorders are
incredibly
common in
colleges and
universities."
PHYLLIS LIGHTFOOT

the pressure to succeed are at a high
risk for becoming preoccupied with
their body image.
"We get lots of calls from RRC, U
of W and U of M," says Lightfoot.
"Eating disorders are incredibly common in colleges and universities. You

campaigning
against
smoking

hard for years. On Dec. 7, 1987,
Air Canada became the first airline
ational
Non-Smoking in the world to introduce a systemWeek— an initiative from wide non-smoking policy. "loday's
both the federal and pro- smoking legislation has smoking
vincial governments to encourage bans in public spaces as well as the
Canadians and Manitobans to stop covering-up of retail displays of
smoking- was held from Jan. 15 to tobacco products.
21.
Loughead says approximately
Andrew Loughead, tobacco con- $200 million was collected by the
trol coordinator for the province's province on cigarette taxes last
department of health, says the prov- year, but almost $180 million was
ince works closely with the federal spent on treating smoking-related
government to help curb Canadians' illnesses. He adds that the govern`cancer stick' addictions.
ment does not benefit from people
"Together with campaigns like smoking as it spent nearly $35 milNational Non-Smoking Week lion due to lost productivity.
we bring
Smoking
awareness "Tobacco use should not be
is not a
to smoksimple habit
normal social behaviour so
ing issues
for Ewald
in terms of that eventually smoking will Friesen, a
prevention, not be accepted nor will it
political sciprotection,
ence student
be tolerated."
cessation,
from the
ANDREW LOUGHEAD
and denorUniversity
malization," said Loughead.
of Winnipeg. He calls smoking his
According to Statistics Canada, "lifestyle break."
45,000 people died from smoking
Friesen started smoking about 10
in 1996 — the last year smoking- years ago, first stealing cigarettes
related deaths were counted. The from his dad. He finds nothing
World Health Organization esti- wrong with smoking.
mates that smoking kills 4.9 million
"I absolutely love it," he said. "It's
people around the world ever year.
like a comforting friend. People
Loughead says anti-smoking ini- should just leave us alone."
tiatives are extremely important in
For Manitobans who need
eliminating the hurtful habit.
help quitting smoking, Loughead
"Tobacco use should not be nor- encourages people to call the
mal social behaviour so that eventu- Canadian Cancer Society's Smoker
ally smoking will not be accepted Helpline (1-877-513-5333), whose
nor will it be tolerated."
success rate is estimated as the highGovernment efforts towards est in all of Canada.
denormalization have been working

are under enough pressure in
school, which leads to the feeling that other aspects of your life
are out of control. Some people
try to gain control by monitoring
their body size."
According to a 1998 study conducted by the Adolescent Medical
Committee for the Canadian Pediatric
Society, eating disorders have obtained
the ranking of the third most common
chronic illness in teenaged girls.
"I have known so many girls,
when I was a teenager and now, that
have had anorexia and bulimia," says
Amory Steek, a 23-year-old RRC
student. "It's like no matter how
thin they get, they still see fat and
just keep on losing more weight.
The Committee on Disordered
Eating is hosting a no charge film
festival on Feb. 8 from 11:30 a.m.
— 4:30 p.m. at the University of
Manitoba to increase eating disorder
awareness. For more information
about EDAM events during the
week, visit their website at edam.ca
or call at 888-EDAM.

celebrating single style
BY CARA LYTWYN

becoming equally shallow and selfish."
With more and more women advancalentine's Day can turn normal ing into male dominated careers, there is
human beings into raging secret less dependence on men, and therefore
admirers, as hopeful singles try less value for conventional marriage.
to find an identity within the Hallmark- Many couples are living together, which
infested relationship holiday.
basically means marriage, without the
The upcoming RRC event, the Last costs and pressures of a wedding.
Chance for Romance Social, brings up
Karmalee Shaw, a University of
an important question: is being single Brandon student, finds less hassle in the
a conscious choice or an unfortunate single world.
infliction?
"I honestly think I am single right
According to a 2001 General Social now, because there is not just one boy
Survey on family and marital history, that is perfect for me," says Shaw, "I
there were more than 1.1 mature singles couldn't see myself with just one person,
in Canada, half
if I wasn't able
of which did not "I honestly think I
to be tight
expect to marry.
with my male
Mature
singles am single right now,
friends, it
being
defined because there is not
wouldn't be
between the ages
worth it. Way
of 28 to 35.
just one boy that is
too many
The
study
boys have a
also proved that perfect for me."
problem with
men and women
KARMALEE SHAW
that."
expecting to marry
The conventionality of marriage is
agreed on the importance of children.
fading away and sex out of wedlock is
Age was a strong indication of marital no longer taboo.
potential for women. It was a 13 times
Bachelor, Elston Bostock, a Winnipeg
greater chance for a woman not to marry Police officer, doesn't feel ready for the
in their early 50s, than those between 35 serious nature of marriage.
and 39 years old.
"I can't handle the responsibility. I'm
Television shows, such as HBO's Sex a 23-year-old, trapped in a 29-year-old
and the City, depict single women living body."
as bachelors. Obvious promiscuity and
Things have changed for the unatplentiful relationship dilemmas seem to tached crowd, from the dreaded bar
box the female characters in.
scene to online dating.
According to SPIN journalist Chuck
Websites like lavalife.com, provide
Klosterman, in his book, Sex, Drugs, and neutral zones for singles to find what
Cocoa Puffs, programs like this one do they are looking for. Their search not
not empower women.
only includes partner traits, but specific
"This convergence has mostly just expectations. The site is divided into
prompted females to adopt the worst those seeking relationships, casual datqualities of men," says Klosterman, "It's ing, or unspecified sexual trysts.
like girls are trying to attain equality by
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your
my
health hometown
matters
romance c oes the pody good
I
BY ERIN CARTER

LAURA RUDDOCK,
COLUMNIST

re you a Valentine's Day skeptic?
Then read on to be converted because there are
ons of reasons to celebrate the day which promotes
love and coupling.
According to the findings of dozens of experts, being in
love and having regular sex improves your health and overall
quality of life.
In fact, a 10-year study of 3,500 people at the Royal
Edinburgh Hospital in Scotland that was published in a
recent issue of Redbook says people who have sex 4-5 times a
week look up to 10 years younger than those who are getting
busy less frequently.
Their research found testosterone released during a man's
ejaculation helped maintain muscle mass. The National
Cancer Institute has also released findings which show a
high correlation between frequent ejaculation and reduced
rates of prostate cancer.
The Royal Edinburgh study found women who were
having sex 4-5 times a week had shinier hair and smoother
skin. And a study from the University of Iowa shows a high
correlation between frequent sex and reduced rates of ovarian cancer.
A study released from John's Hopkins University found
that your body pumps out 200 per cent more endorphins
during a sexual encounter. This endorphin surge can help
banish headaches and mild depression. Sex can literally be
better than drugs. The same study found sex to be 10 times
more effective than valium in giving people a calm, content
feeling.
Sex alone can offer some health benefits, but being in love,
or more specifically, coupled, can fight disease and even add
years to your life.
In a story that recently appeared in Redbook, experts said
that married people tend to be physically healthier then their
single counterparts. Among the benefits of being in a relationship are, an improved immune system, fewer long term
illnesses and disabilities, fewer hospitalizations, and up to an
additional eight years of life.
The same study found marriage can also decrease your
risk of heart attacks and strokes, but only if the union is a
happy one.
In The Case for Marriage, author and sociologist Linda
Waite found that getting married improves mental health
and decreases depression. Those in loving relationships are
less likely to suffer from nervous breakdowns or mental
disorders.
And finally, in a study
., released last year from the University
of Pittsburgh, published in Prevention, findings showed
women in good marriages have a much lower risk of cardiovascular disease than those in high-stress relationships.
So hit your local drugstore or shopping mall, pick up those
flowers or a box of chocolates and get yourself a Valentine!
Or, if you already have one, snuggle up to that special
someone and soak up the health benefits.

f my hometown of Ste. Anne des Chenes was
a wine I would describe it as a full-bodied,
friendly, woodsy experience with a rough
French bite and a hint of metropolitan aftertaste.
Ste. Anne des Chenes is a French Canadian
town of approximately 1,100 people and is
located 60 km east of Winnipeg.
Approximately half-way between Winnipeg and
Ste. Anne is a brown sign that reads "Longitudinal
Centre of Canada 96' 48' 35'."
It marks the divide between the right and the
left sides of Canada, and it is no coincidence that
Ste. Anne is on the right side.
Ste. Anne is also strategically positioned on
the cusp between the expansive landscape of
the Canadian prairies and the dense bush of the
Canadian Shield. Only a few minutes drive from
the budding metropolis of downtown Ste. Anne,
thousands of acres of thick bush are accessible to
all residents.
The bush acts as a natural barrier against the
northern winter winds, which allows residents to
enjoy the outdoors through a variety of activities
such as snowmobiling, snow shoeing and skiing.
One of Ste. Anne's best-hidden secrets, kept
secret also by other surrounding towns, is the
well-groomed trails of the Sandilands Provincial
Park.
Ste. Anne is growing due to the influx of francophone city dwellers who are tired of cement
life and desire the quaintness of rural life and
it's modern conveniences. Ste. Anne's
budding metropolis has two convenience stores,

two gas stations, three restaurants, a pub, an
arena, one clothing shop called the "Nearly-New
shop", a bakery and Vicky's, home of the famous
all-dressed Vicky burger.
Last year I moved back to Ste. Anne after
six years of being abroad, and I was immediately reminded why I love my quirky hometown.
Where else would one find a liquor store, postoffice, and insurance office all in one?
Or better yet, a congregation of farmers and
local entrepreneurs engaged in lively banter in the
foyer of this all-in-one-stop-shop.
But what makes Ste. Anne truly the right place
to be are the people and their support for one
another.
One incident that exemplifies this unfaltering
support happened last winter after a period of
constant snowfall. Early in the week, I had managed to navigate my car into the ditch beside my
laneway, which required tractor aid. Later that
same week, with the snowfall making it hard to
tell where the road ended and the ditch began; I
ploughed off the road in spectacular fashion.
The first car to pass me stopped and immediately went back to get his truck. During the time
he was gone a school bus stopped. The driver,
who later introduced himself as a "close-neighbour" who lived about 10 km away, opened the
door laughing and said, "Isn't this your third time
this week?"
It was a horrifying moment to realize neighbours
were keeping count of my navigational mishaps, but
it demonstrated beautifully why the small town of
Ste. Anne is so great — everyone's keeping tabs on each
other.

Ipso -Direct

Need a Job with Flexible Hours?
Find Out How The World Thinks!
We are currently hiring for the position of

Market Research Interviewer
Evening Interviewer
Shift choices:
Monday to Friday
4pm-10pm, 4pm-11pm or
5pm-11pm
Saturday 11am-6pm and
Sunday 3pm-10pm
1E.3
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What You Need:
- Strong written & oral communication skills
- A typing speed at least 24 wpm
- Be able to commit to a minimum of 3
shifts per week (including 1 weekend shift)

Teach English Overseas!
TESOL certified 5 days In-class,
Online or by corresp.
Job Guaranteed!
FREE Info Seminars in
Winnipeg every Tuesday @ 7pm
Suite 2A- 249 Notre Dame Ave.
Call for more inform. and a
FREE Info Pack:
1-888-270-2941
www.globaltesol.com

Ste. Anne des Chenes, Manitoba
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Recruitment Coordinator
Ipsos-Direct
2nd Floor, 175 Carlton Street
phone: 975-3370/fax: 949,
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face off

our new leaders

back

BY MIKE UHRICH

F

BY KRISTA SIMONSON
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PELLET GUN MISHAP
KYLE BAKX, COLUMNIST
For a teenage boy, there are many ways to attract the
opposite sex, but shooting at a girl and hitting her in the
back is not one of them.
A 14-year-old boy pleaded guilty recently to charges of
assault with a weapon for an incident back on Sept. 15.
From a second floor apartment building on Ottawa
Ave., the boy and his friend noticed two girls from their
class at school. The accused grabbed his pellet gun, which
he used to target shoot with his grandfather on the weekends, and took aim down below. He then shot one of the
girls resulting in a small welt, but no medical assistance
was required.
Maybe the boy was trying to play Cupid, but regardless,
Judge Brian Corrin sentenced the boy to a conditional
sentence that includes a year of unsupervised probation,
25 hours of community service to be served before Sept.
30, no contact with the victim except for in school, and a
ban on weapons.
"You better stay clear (of the girl you shot)," said Corrin
to the accused after the ruling. "No talking to her or having anyone talk to her for you."
The maximum sentence for such an offense is 10 years
in prison. Of course, the boy's name and the names of
the other youths mentioned in the case cannot be printed
because of the Youth Criminal Justice Act.
During the case at the Court of Queen's Bench, discussion arose over whether the boy was actually aiming at
the girl.
Defence lawyer Karen Blicker argued that the boy was
trying to hit a nearby tree to get their attention.
Other debate developed over the reaction of the accused
after the incident.
In his statement the boy said he was in shock after firing the pellet gun, however his friend's statement said the
accused was laughing and said, "I hit her."
Blicker asked Judge Corrin for a conditional sentence
that includes a letter of apology, supervised probation,
a weapon prohibition and to have no contact with the
victim. She noted the boy doesn't have a criminal record
and is a responsible youth.
The accused is a grade nine student who continues to
play trumpet in his school band as he has for the last three
years. He works part-time as a babysitter on both Friday
and Saturday nights, looking after three children, aged
two, five and seven. The boy is a diabetic and also did
give a statement immediately after the incident.
The description painted by the lawyer was a far cry from
the boy's appearance — a baggy sweat suit and a sparkling
silver chain that dangled almost to his waist.
"I apologize for what I did, it was a mistake and I
learned from it," the boy said before his sentence. I'm
truly sorry for what I've done."
Crown attorney Debbie Buors felt the boy should
receive a criminal record for his actions.
"This is very serious. There have been cases in Winnipeg
where people have been blinded as result of these incidents," said Buors. "This is a very serious offense."
The case is another example of recent pellet gun-related
incidents. Earlier this month, 15-year-old Christopher
Penley was shot in Florida by a SWAT team member after
bringing a pellet gun to his school in Longwood.

first, we whined about having an election,
which is understandable. The candidates
were grim, and the campaigns reached
new mud-slinging lows. The media and the
"two main parties" continued to suggest we
only have two political choices, which is infuriating. We do not live in America; ours is not
a two-horse race.
Now, people are whining about a new
minority government, but consider it good
news. The ruling party can't cruise through
and serve its own agenda. (Imagine what
the Liberals would've done with a majority!)
Parties must collaborate to ensure every voice is
represented. Gee, sounds like democracy.
Unfortunately, the Conservatives plan to lead
us down pointless paths. How many millions
of dollars will it cost to pass the accountability
law? Our tax dollars strong-arming politicians
into ethical government, while our health care
and education systems continue their slides
toward disaster.
And how many more millions will the
Conservatives set aside for the same-sex marriage issue, which has already passed as law?
Those taser eyeballs have power, but they can't
stand up to the Charter, Mr. Harper.
My chum Dave, a politics aficionado,
escorted me to my polling station by Central
Park. I eavesdropped on a group of Aboriginal
girls discussing Harper's "flecked up plan"
for national daycare while a solemn pair of
Sudanese men checked over their handwritten
notes. Then Dave and I headed home, cracked
some beers and watched the numbers roll in. A
thinking man's Superbowl.
It's gratifying to watch the people work for
democracy. Now, our eternal hope: let democracy works for its people.

feel like I'm outside.
In reality, I'm sitting in a dark basement typing away on my out of date Windows software.
Despite the fact that I'm inside, I am breathing in
the freshest kind of air.
The winds of change have blown through the
Canadian political front as the Conservatives did
what six months ago, many thought was impossible. They won the federal election. And they did
it in the truest political fashion.
They capitalized on Liberal mistakes, Liberal lies
and big news events that stirred up problems with
the Liberal's political stance.
On paper, Canada is just sitting in another
minority government situation, but in reality, this
government could be just as successful as any government in Canada's history.
As the 22nd Prime Minister, Stephen Harper will
be able to work directly with the Bloc to better the
needs of Canadians. Plus, he's able to trust Gilles
Duceppe a hell of a lot more than Paul Martin
could trust the human sandal Jack Layton.
In a political world influenced by Fox News and
John Stewart there is now more than ever a black
and white framework for politics in Canada. It's
Liberal Left versus the Conservative Right, and it
could stay that way for decades to come.
Hitler jokes aside, Harper will work to better Canada on an international scale, where the
Liberals have let us fade away during their 12 year
reign.
Harper will allow us to be a more recognizable
military force in the world by increasing military
spending, an area where Canada has become laughable even to its own people.
And contrary to popular belief, Harper won't
bow down to the American way. His interests are
my interests, and my interests are Canada's interests.
Sure, the Conservative view on some issues is a
little blurry, but blurry is a hell of lot better than
being blind.
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Career FAIR
MARCH 15,2006
9 am - 3 pm
North Gym
(Notre Dame Campus)

• Workshops Available
• Resume Writing
• Interview Skill
RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Comments? Email backtobakx@theprojector.ca
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two red sense
losing a friend; gaining perspective

speak
,

RENATA MARS DAN,
COLUMNIST
It's been a while since I've
written for the projector. I just
returned from my work placement. It's a new year, with new
beginnings for people, and I'd
have to say I'm pretty pumped
about 2006.
To start off, I'd like to let readers of "Two Red Sense" know
that it looks like I will be one
lonely red cent soon. My other
half and RRC student, Sheila
North-Wilson will be heading
off to work for CBC. We are
all very proud and happy for
her! Congratulations Sheila! It
is a great accomplishment and
gain as she will be representing
Aboriginal people and be a role
model for everyone.
She's also gone to the Grammy
Awards in L.A., which is pretty
exciting! Her talented husband,
producer and rapper, Fresh I.E.
(Rob Wilson) is a Grammy
nominee. Congratulations to

them both!
Just wanted to get that out
there because that is some great
news! But it is a great segue to
my two red cents and that is- getting what you want from
your education.
Being at school and especially
in intensive programs at Red
River, we can sometimes feel
like there it's a long road to
the end of the tunnel. That day
when you say, "I'm done! I'm on
to a bigger and brighter future!"
can even seem impossible...but
it's not.
At school we are busy discovering new tools, technology
and even ourselves. It really is
a transformation for us and
that is one of the best parts of
growing.
In my program, creative communications, we spend a lot of
time doing exercises in class,
working with peers on presentations, videos and other things.
We get that hands-on experience
that other forms of education

don't always give.
The group of 75 or so. of us
that started almost two years
ago are almost done, and I can't
speak for everyone, but a number of those whom I have talked
to said they can't wait to be done
but they will miss the school and
the people. I agree. We're all here
to get our education, graduate
and get a kick-ass job right? Yes,
you'll miss your peers too, but
there will be plenty of time to
bump into them out there in the
"real world."
Okay, I'll stop with all the
sentimental stuff. I'll end with
my other red cent for you, and
that is, keep on going. It's a new
year with half of the term under
your belt and that much less
time to finish. Go for what you
really want and what will make
you happy.
Look out for Sheila NorthWilson on CBC giving her two
red cents!

PPL Legal Care of Canada Corporation

By Brook Jones
"Ihe Hudson's Bay Company, Canada's oldest retail icon was
recently sold to Jerry Zucker, a US investor, for $860 million
dollars plus debt.
Founded in 1670, the Hudson's Bay Company consists
of 550 stores which include the Bay, Zellers, and Home
Outfitters.
So, the projector asks, "What are your thoughts about
Canada's oldest company being sold to an American?"

Chantal Dufault, 22,
medical radiological technology

"It feels like the Americans are taking over the world. I don't think
that the business will change and
it is sad to see us lose everything to
the Americans."

Steve Penner, 26,
civil engineering
"The Hudson's Bay Company lasted
longer than the Canadian National
Railway. I don't like the fact that it
was sold to an American, however,
money talks."
.

Serving North American Families since 1972

LEGAL EMPOWERMENT
for only pennies a day
• Consultation
"Justke For All"

on unlimited legal matters
• A full comprehensive Will provided
• Help with Autopac or traffic violations

Contact: Derek Gilson, Independent Associate — Ph: 952-0191
Looking for Independent Marketing Associates.

Kendra Brown, 18,
hospitability and tourism management
"I don't think that it's good. It's
a Canadian company and should
remain Canadian."

Spring Break for Buck$$$
In the 2004-2005 school year Red River College incorporated
the semester system. While this change allows students to finish their
academic year earlier it also means that many of us no longer have a
Spring Break.
The Students' Association is hosting an essay contest. We want
to know what Spring Break means to you. All you need to do is create
a 250-500 word essay that answers any or all of the following questions:
■ What does Spring Break mean to me?
■ Why do students need Spring Break?
■ How much are three days worth to a student?
First place cash prize of $250 and prizes for second and third
place as well. Please drop off submissions at either CM20, Notre
Dame Campus or P110 at Princess Street Campus or email to
saprin@rrc.mb.ca, subject line: "Spring Break Essay".
Contest close date: 4 PM on 17 February 2006

RED RIVER COLLEGE

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

J.P. Hoe, 25,
musician/92.9 KICK FM superstar
"It's kind of where thing are going.
It's all about the all mighty dollar."

Curtis Mankewich, 21, CNI sales
"I don't like it because the store
is suppose to be representative of
Canada. It's going to become just
another company."

Lauren Bailey, 25,
technical communication
"I prefer to support Canadian cornpanies, therefore, I will not be supporting the Hudson Bay Company,
Zellers, or Home Outfitters now that
they are owned by an American."
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ahl all-stars show off
BY CARIE WILLSON

Diversity & Immigrant
Student Support
You are a recent immigrant to Canada. Perhaps you came
seeking a new life, or to escape war or persecution in your
homeland. You may have come here alone — with no close family
or friends to help you. No matter why you came, you have to
adjust to living in a society that is new and strange to you. Same
days are good. Others are bad. Sometimes you wonder why you
came at all. These feelings are normal. Over time, you will
probably have more good days than bad, and you will begin to
feel more comfortable and settled in your new home.
In these columns you will find suggestions that may help you
to get to the good days as quickly as possible. These "ways to
make it better" share the experience of people like you. Each
begins with a quotation from a newcomer. Then, you will read
about a problem that many people face when they are learning
to live in a new culture. Please visit Diversity & Immigrant
Student Support in D105, Notre Dame Campus, or P210 1 at
Princess Street Campus for help with these issues.
FINDING A BOYFRIEND OR GIRLFRIEND
The priorities are of course to learn English, better my education and to look
to the future. Everybody needs money and a good job but emotionally, you
need something too. My boyfriend is Canadian... - Erica, from Venezuela
Most of us need some kind of intimate relationship in life. Some people may
ignore these feelings until they feel settled in Canada. For others, waiting
that long simply adds to their isolation and loneliness.
Coming to Canada may mean getting used to dating - something that you might
not do in your homeland. You may find that dating is awkward and scary. For
example, in Canada there is more equality between women and men than in
some other countries or cultures. It is not unusual for a woman to ask a man
to go on a date. On the date, it is all right if she pays for half the bill. These
differences in culture and gender can add to the stress of trying to start a
relationship. Do not give up. If the person is interested in developing a more
intimate friendship with you, both of you will find ways to overcome the obstacles.
Here is another view from Caleb, a newcomer from Iraq. "On weekends I go to
a bar. Most people there are Canadian. I am handsome, I put on good clothes,
and my English is fair. I can communicate. I find a girl and I dance with her.
After some time something happens because i am an immigrant. People don't
know my personality, other times they think that maybe I do not have a car and
lots of money in my pocket. So the girls refuse to continue dancing with me.
But eieven months age I met a woman who is now my regular girlfriend.
Many people don't have that."
You may find that there is more openness about sexuality in this country than
in your homeland. There may also be more acceptance of same-sex relationships.
Some newcomers find this difficult, as it goes against their cultural and religious
values. Others find this openness feels welcoming and safer than the sexual
standards they left behind.
Many people find that talking about sex is embarrassing. Some prefer not to
talk about it all. But as your relationship develops, and before you become
sexually intimate, it is important to discuss safe sex and using contraceptives.
This way you can protect yourself and your partner from an unplanned pregnancy
or sexually transmitted disease.
You also need to talk about what you expect from the relationship, and about
what you can do to make sure that you enjoy your time together - both as friends
and as lovers.
At the College you can get more information, or be connected with someone who
can answer questions about relationships, safer sex and intimacy in Canada
by visiting:
• The Health Centre: Room HM08 Notre Dame Campus. 632-2238
• The Health Centre Office: Room P105 Princess Street Campus. 949-8478
• Counselling Services:
- Room D102, Notre Dame Campus, 632-3966
- Room P210, Princess Street Campus, 949-8375
- 123 Main Street, Room 300. 949-8774
- Stevenson Aviation and Aerospace Training CentreArrangements for a student to meet with a counsellor
can be made by calling 632-3966
And for any questions about adjusting to Canada & Red River College,
please visit: Diversity & Immigrant Student Support in Building D, Room 105,
Notre Dame Campus and Room P210.1 at the Princess Street Campus.
You can also call 632-2404 or email Lauren Phillips at: Imphillips@rre.mb.ca
This column has been extracted from: Citizenship and Immigration Canada. Alone in Canada:
21 ways to make it better. Toronto: Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, 2001

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ome of the AHEs best converged on
Winnipeg's MTS Centre on Jan. 31 for the
2006 AHL All-Star Skills Competition.
Testing their skills among many top players were the league's leading scorer, Donald
MacLean, points leader, Erik Westrum, and top
goalie, Dany Sabourin.
Several AHL team mascots, greeted fans at
the doors and later joined them in the stands.
Toronto Marlies' mascot, Duke, even made it
up to the upper bowl to visit with fans.
Before the Jumbotron switched to Roger's
Sportsnet coverage (minus commercials), fans were treated to a
multimedia experience, which
continued throughout the show.
The Top Ten Goals video had
everyone in the arena glued to the
screen. Even the All-Stars and officials watched on.
Skills were interspersed with
player interviews.
"I thought it was a
suspension to start with,"
said Roy to a question
on his reaction to being
named captain of the
Canadian team. "I was
really happy — even more
happy it was here in Winnipeg."
Joining the AHL All-Stars were four
Winnipeg Bantam AAA players, Adam
Hughesman, Jesse Paradis, Cody Eakin, and
Derek Whitehill, who provided the crowd with
even more to cheer about.
The boys performed well, but Eakin, 14, was
the star of the show.
Impressing the crowd with a swift time of
14.704 in the Fastest Skater competition, Eakin

S

went on to show up the All-Stars with a four
targets in five shots in the accuracy event. While
Eakin out shot the All-Stars by three shots, the
award for the skill was co-awarded to Keith
Aucoin and Martin St. Pierre.
Manitoba was well represented with Roy and
the Bantam players joined on ice by Moose
players Wade Flaherty and Sven Butenschon,
Manitoba-born players, Erik Fehr and Kirby
Law, and former MJHL Portage Terrier, Junior
Lessard.
Flaherty made 16 saves in three events to earn
Top Goaltender honours, saying he was "just
out here having fun."
Rookie Ryan Shannon was named
Fastest Skater with a time of 14.084,
while leading scorer, Donald
MacLean, had the Hardest Shot at
98mph.
Other highlights of the night
included the introduction of
the honourary team captains, John Ferguson
and AB McDonald,
and AHL Hall of
Fame inductees,
Johnny Bower, Willie
Marshall and Jody
Gage.
"Plays of the Night"
packages around North
America made good use of a
Denis Savard worthy spin-o-rama by
Shannon in the Breakaway Relay.
For his effort, Shannon was rewarded with
the loudest applause afforded to a non-Moose,
former Winnipeg Jet or Manitoba-born player.
In the end, Team Canada beat out the twotime defending champions PlanetUSA 21 to
12.

all-star game loses audience

Ad

fter weeks of multiple lineup changes
ue to injuries and call-ups to the NHL,
he 2006 AHL All-Star teams finally
took to the ice Feb. 1.
With 11 players missing from the original rosters, including Manitoba-born Dustin Penner,
the final teams had many new all-star faces.
Manitoba Moose and Canadian
team captain, Jimmy Roy,
benefited from the
changes, being elevated
to starter with the
recall of Penner to the
Anaheim Mighty
Ducks.
Others who benefited from the tenuous nature of farm
teams were Donald
MacLean and Yann
Danis, who made
their all-star debuts.
With the Plexiglas
returned to the boards, a
reported crowd of 15,015
watched the All-Stars compete in
a gentlemanly game of hockey.
But, the crowd was less than the reported sell
out. The upper bowl had the occasional empty
seat between jersey-and-sports-hat-bedecked
fans, while the lower bowl had pockets of
empty seats.
Missing bodies were not the only issue facing
the game.
Contact was limited to the occasional friendly
brush as players battled for control of the puck,
and the accidental meeting of two Canadian

players at the blue line.
The pass and shoot game was plagued by
missed opportunities due to the large number
of sloppy passes. Still, the crowd was treated to
some amazing saves from all six goalies, and a
few crazy goals.
Injured Moose and fan favorite, Sven
Butenschon, dressed for PlanetUSA, but disappeared after the first period.
By the end of the third period, many
fans had lost interest in the game,
instead waiting for the wave
or watching the crazy antics
of the Hamilton Bulldog's
mascot, Bruiser. (Mick
E. Moose could learn
something from the
bulldog.)
"Twenty-five's a lot
of goals to score in one
game — we'll have to
go for just under," predicted Erik Fehr before
the game.
While the totals were
less than 25 goals, Canada
handily beat the defending
champions nine goals to
four.
MacLean (2), Martin St. Pierre (2), Mark
Hartigan, Roy, Denis Hamel, Junior Lessard,
and Richie Regehr contributed to the Canadian
total, while the PlanetUSA team benefited from
goals by John Pohl (2), Eric Healy, and Patrick
O'Sullivan.
The game ended with MVP honours going
to Canadian goalies Dany Sabourin and Wade
Flaherty for their one-goal totals.
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city commits to
soccer complex
BY AMIE LESYK
nnipeg will be breaking ground in
preparing for its new multi-million
dollar soccer complex, thanks to the
Winnipeg Soccer Federations (WSF).
The WSF put forth a proposal to Mayor
Katz's Executive Policy Committee almost two
years ago, but after long delays and changes to
the proposal, first steps are finally being taken.
"It's long overdue," said Rocky Moudgill,
executive director of the Winnipeg Youth
Soccer Association (WYSA). "There's a great
demand and we're very pleased the city realizes
this."
According to statistics gathered by McMahon
Consulting, soccer registration in Canada has
gone up 137 per cent since 1992, and this rate
is even higher for the female game.
The WYSA, along with many other soccer
organizations, will benefit from the complex,
which boasts of four indoor soccer pitches as
well as outdoor soccer pitches and brand new
amenities.
The complex will be built on city-owned
land near the originally proposed location of
Waverly and Wilkes.
According to Moudgill, this is an area where
facilities are needed to service a large number of
people who play soccer.
"The southeast area of Winnipeg is where
there are no facilities," said Moudgill.
There is an abandoned indoor soccer complex on Waverly that used to be a Pan-Am
Games site, but according to River Heights
- Fort Garry city councilor Donald Benham,
the city originally funded that facility but failed
to upkeep it.
"We simply haven't been willing to invest
anything in it at all," said Benham of the old
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complex, which is now in a state of disrepair.
Benham thinks the new complex, which will
be built in his ward, has a brighter future.
"I think it's great when citizens can come
together," he said.
If all goes as planned, some equipment will
be salvaged from the old complex and put into
the new facility, the city will be loaning the
WSF a portion of the start-up fund, and the
facility will run as a private business managed by the WSF.
"The pay off is worth
the investment," says
Benham.
The WSF is
a coalition of
Winnipeg soccer
organizations
that aims to
play a key role
in the development and
management
of designated
soccer facilities in the city.
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According to most reports, those the movies is ludicrous.
numbers will be going up before next
I have no doubt that for the first year,
season because the league's revenues while the euphoria of having hockey
have exceeded expectations coming off back in town is still fresh, fans will come
the lockout. And there's no guarantee in droves. But do you really believe
the salary cap (and salary floor) won't people in the wholesale capital of the
continue to rise in the coming years.
Western Hemisphere will pay $50 for
So let's suppose an NHL franchise bad seats to see the Nashville Predators
in Winnipeg spends frugally and has a in meaningless game number 27 of the
payroll near the bottom of the league at 2011 season?
$25 million. Unless the general manager
Many people like to talk about the
is the hockey equivalent of Billy Beane, recent success of the Edmonton Oilers.
the team's on-ice performance will evoke In Edmonton, you can't get a seat in the
memories of the Jets that many fans have lower bowl for under $98. Right now,
chosen to forget.
with the oil industry making money
Just like we only remember the dozen faster than the mint can print it, the
or so great games the Jets managed to team is selling out.
play during their Arizona CardinalsBut last time I went digging in my
esque existence in the NHL, we tend backyard I didn't come up with any oil.
to selectively remember the deafening Comparing Winnipeg to Edmonton is
White Outs and the sold-out games like comparing Afghanistan to Saudi
against Toronto and Montreal (when Arabia.
half the crowd was cheering for the visiThere is simply not enough big busitors), or when Wayne Gretzky or Mario ness in this town to keep a team afloat.
Lemieux came to town.
Lower bowl season tickets, at an average
The sad truth is the highest average of $100 per game, would cost $9,000
attendance the Jets had in a season was per pair once you've been forced to
13,620 in 1985-86. Many years were buy the preseason games. The best seats
below the 13,000 mark. To assume that would cost even more. Are there really
the MTS Centre would be packed to the a lot of businesses (or rich people) that
rafters with over 15,000 fans for over 40 can afford that?
games, at ticket prices that would make
Right now, to watch the "affordable
the old Jets games seem like a night at family entertainment" of the Manitoba
,

et me start by making one thing
abundantly clear: I loved the Jets.
I was lucky enough to be an
only child with a father who bought season tickets and a mother who couldn't
stand hockey, so going to the smelly old
barn on a frigid winter night was a big
part of my childhood.
But with that said, I think the time has
come for Winnipeggers to take off their
collective blinders and come to the realization that NHL hockey is never going
to be played in this city again. And no,
preseason games between Edmonton
and Minnesota don't count.
I'm not saying I wouldn't be as happy
as the next guy if Sydney Crosby and
the Winnipeg Penguins moved into the
MTS Centre. I'm just saying it's never
going to happen.
To dream up a scenario in which our
lovely city can foot the bill for an NHL
franchise, you probably need to have
worked for Enron (or the Republican
party).
For the 1995-96 season, their last in
Winnipeg, the Jets had a payroll of $17
million US. Oh yeah, they lost money.
This season, the minimum payroll
allowed in the NHL is $21.5 million,
while the salary cap is $39 million

UTIOUE
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the jets are gone,
deal with it
BY AVI SAPER

DJ KIDFLAVOR
MIXED MENACE
MR.CRANDE
AND MORE

Eat in or Take ou
943-9010

85 Princess St
dent C

Moose, many luxury boxes are being
shared by as many as five companies to
reduce the cost. Where are all the new
tenants going to come from when suite
prices skyrocket, and suddenly businesses that were paying for eight games
decide they can only afford four?
These are only a few of the many
obstacles in the way of an NHL team
ever being able to survive in Winnipeg.
But just so that you won't be too
depressed, I'll give you the one and only
scenario in which it could happen.
A very, very, rich Winnipegger (and
we all know who they are) could decide
that he wants to buy a hockey team
and move it to Winnipeg, with the full
knowledge that he will lose millions of
dollars every year. This person would
simply be doing it as a way of giving
back to the city, as he would be doing it
with no realistic chance to turn a profit.
Of course, I doubt
many billionaires
would touch a
business like
that with a
ten-foot
pole.
After all,
how did they
become billionaires?

MACEWAN

passion. Understanding. Passion.
ild and Youth Care professionals build relationshi
change lives. They're passionate about helping trouble
and their families and believe everyone deserves a c
reach his or her full potential.
you ready to reach your full potential?
At MacEwan, it's up to you. We give you the tools t
difference. You decide how you'd like to use them.
Graduate from MacEwan with a four-year Bacheior of
Youth Care degree - the first of its kind in Alberta S a
transfer to MacEwan and prepare for advanced child and y
care practice or entry into graduate program&
We're committed to providing real education for a
Think MacEwan.

sii<1

,.calcyc for details,

www.MacEwan.ca
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iversity & Immigrant
Student Support

RED RIVER
COLLEGE
a party to celebrate our
Immigrant & International students...
and you are invited!
is having

Welcome
"
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to Friendly Manitoba Party

Friday, February 10th, 2006
Princess Street Campus, Atrium
6pm — 10pm
Please note that this event is invite only! If you have not received your invitation,
please pick one up by contacting:

14°
1.101 REFRESIONIS
CASH BAR

Alix Reynolds
Office of Diversity & Immigrant Student Support
Email: areynolds@rrc.mb.ca • Phone: 949-8393
In person: Room D105, Notre Dame Campus • Room P210-J, Princess St. Campus
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international
and jobless
BY NIGHTVIEWS STAFF

Red R - College is pleased to announce an e citing addition
to the programming provided by Recreation ServicesA

FITNESS ASSESSMENTS
are now offered at BOTH Notre Dame and Princess Street locations!
FITNESS ASSESSMENTS
will not only provide clients
with a "snap-shot" of their
current health status, but
will also offer tools and
guidance to pursue
a healthy and active lifestyle.
The assessment fee is $35
and requires 90 minutes
to complete.

For more information or to schedule an
appointment at either campus, contact
Melanie Dandeneau: 949-8499
r email: mdandeneau@rrc.mb.ca
Store Hours
Mon—Thurs
7:45am to 8:15pm
Friday
7:45am to 4:15pm
Saturday
9:00am to 1:00 pm* (ND Only)

ED RIVER
MERCANTILE

Ticket Outlet
for all
On and Off
Campus
Student Events

TORONTO (CUP) -- Talia Rohani wants a job. She already
makes money at the Ryerson's Alumni Association where she
works the phones fundraising for the university, but it isn't
enough.
As an international student her employment options stop at
the school's boundaries.
"(International students) pay about $15,000 a year and aren't
eligible for any loans, scholarships or bursaries. National students
pay three times less and still fight for lower tuition fees because
it's hard to make ends meet even with all the financial aid available to them," said Rohani, who is in her fourth year of the film
program.
"It's not easy being here without the emotional support of
my family and friends, but the lack of money and employment options makes it even more difficult," said Rohani, who is
Iranian-born.
Ontario is the only province in Canada that doesn't allow its
international students to work outside of their campus.
The federal government has put forward a bill that would permit international students to seek temporary employment outside of their campus but the bill is being delayed as the Ontario
government is still drafting the legislation.
Also, the government has yet to sign a memorandum of understanding with the province's universities and colleges, ensuring
the students' priorities are with the books — not burger-flipping
or telemarketing.
This would mean capping the students' work at 20-25 hours
per week.
Marc Pandi-Bapaga, Continuing Education Student
Association of Ryerson board member, hopes the two levels of
government and Ontario schools will soon reach an agreement.
"International students are cash cows. Their high tuition costs
are making up for the school's shortfalls and they should be
allowed to improve their living conditions," he said.
"The work on campus is very competitive and very limited and
many of these students live in difficult conditions."
The bill also faces other hurdles. As a safety measure, the federal government requires the provincial government to disclose
the list of all international students in Ontario.
But Ontario privacy laws prevent the government from sharing
personal information about its residents with anyone, and that
includes the bosses in Ottawa.
"These are issues that need to be worked out soon so that these
students can have the same benefits as others in Ontario. They
are far away from home and they shouldn't have to worry about
finances on top of everything else."
Pandi-Bapaga also stressed that as a university, we have to be
more mindful of international students in voicing their concerns
more effectively.
"We question when things aren't right but that may not be the
same for a student from Africa or China," he said. "They may be
suffering in silence."

Fly for FREE to London
when you buy one of the following Contiki tours
departing Canada by May 23/06:
■ European Explorer

■ European Adventurer

■ Ultimate European

■ 47-Day Camping

Or fly at special discounted rates
when you buy other selected Contiki tours
departing Canada by May 23/06 — ask your
Travel CUTS consultant for more details.

BOOK EDBLU...SPACE IS LIMITED AND IT WON'T LAST LONG!
Applicable tour must be booked nd paid in full b tween jan.02 March 31/06. Space is limited, and may
sell out befo e this date. Week nd surcharg s, t xes, and other government/airline/service fees not
included. Valid International Student Ide tit Card (ISIC) r quired. Terms & conditions apply.

The Ox - Mall Level C Tower
and The Mercantile— South end Jubilee Atrium
RRCSA Ventures

Travel CUTS is owned and op rated by the Canadian Federation of Students.
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around the town
COMPILED BY AMIE LESYK
Attention strung-out students, loyal projector readers and anyone else
who is culturally inclined. Here are some things to do, see and hear in the
next few weeks of Winnipeg winter.
Music

JEN ZORATTI, ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
AND DOUG DARLING, MUSICIAN/BAND SLUT

I

f you're single, you probably believe that Valentine's Day is
the worst day of the year. I understand. You believe that
somehow, if you're sans significant other, you are undeserving of a day dedicated to cinnamon hearts. I get you. You
fantasize about killing a certain bow-and-arrow toting cherub.
Totally. Cupid is one vengeful bastard.
I, too, am a single gal on Valentine's Day. This little red
haired girl is sans a Charlie Brown this year. And in this He
Says/She Says edition of A Fan's Notes, we'll explore the reason
that I, and all us other mosh pit darlings get screwed out of a
relationship.
We're all suckers for a guy with a guitar.

She Says:
Who knows what it is. Maybe it's the challenge. Maybe it's
the aloof, introspective mystique. Maybe it's the inherent cool
of unwashed hair and tight jeans.
I realize I'm not the first girl to have a profound love of musicians. Girls love musicians. We can't help it. We all seem to like
skinny, malnourished, vintage t-shirt-clad tail. We're all collectively tricked into thinking that all musicians everywhere are
sensitive, intuitive and intelligent. You're even more screwed if
you're into indie or emo music where the musicians usually are
sensitive, intuitive and intelligent.
But it's almost impossible to have a relationship with a musician, especially a guy in a band. Why? They're already in a full
time, committed relationship. The band.
I always think of a guy's band like his wife. No matter how
much fun he has with you, he always has to go home to the
band. The band comes first, always. The sooner you know that,
the sooner you can save yourself the heartbreak. You are never
as important as that guitar/bass/xylophone/triangle. And if
you complain about the not-calling, the late nights or the lack
of one-on-one time, you're automatically the crazy girl who
"went, all Yoko" on him.
But I guess there are two sides. I mean, if you were in a
band that tours and legions of groupies everywhere think you're
adorable, would you want a gal you're "sort of seeing" at home?
Probably not.
But don't take my word for it.

He Says:
It's true.
- As my dating life seems to be perpetually tumbling toward
asexuality, I feel that I may as well add insult to injury, alienate
myself from my musical brethren, and reveal some warnings
for the fairer sex.
Not too far after you penetrate the sensitive and insightful
layer of the passionate musician, you find yourself in the proverbial crap that lies under many of us. In fact, that crap often
tends to be the only 'deep' part at all.
In my years as a musician/bass player, I've encountered many
a lead singer who had what seemed like profound and thoughprovoking lyrics. After beginning to feel that I had a lack of
comprehension for anything above finger paintings, I started
to ask these singers to kindly enlighten me.
After a few failed exit attempts, and flawed explanations,
they would explain that they either "weren't completely sure,"
or "they'd like to leave it up to the listener." Even the harmless
Chris Martin has confessed to this poetic forgery.
Do you know what the song "Yellow" is about? Good.
Neither does he.
And can you really blame us poor minstrels that altruistically play for the masses, receiving nothing in return, except
for money, drugs, booze, sponsorships and women (I wouldn't
know... bass player, remember?)
We only keep multiple partners to give as many groupies the
chance they so deserve. But hey, it's not easy. We have to deal
with the inevitable confrontation.
But it's our ethical duty as a musician to occasionally cave
in and reluctantly allow ourselves to be taken advantage of by
devious women.
Hence the mantra:
"What goes on the road, stays on the road."

J.P. Hoe & The Truly Richards are playing and recording
live at the Park Theatre on Feb. 7 and 8 starting at 7:30 pm.
Hayley Gene and Jodi King are opening and tickets are $6 at
Into the Music or the Park.
Gogol Bordello is a band that hails from New York City who I am willing to see based purely on
the moustache of the lead singer. They are in town promoting their new album Underdog World Strike
at the West End Cultural Centre on Feb. 10. Tickets are $12.
Edmonton's The Vertical Struts and Winnipeg's own American Flamewhip will be rocking the
charming Royal Albert Arms on Feb. 19 for only five of your hard-earned dollars.
West coast indie rockers The New Pornographers are coming to town to promote their new
album. This smorgasbord of talented musicians will be at The Venue on Feb. 20. Tickets are in the
$20-$25 range and are available from Ticketniaster and Into the Music.
Breakin' the Law is an event featuring 14 DJs mixing breaks, drum n' bass and house at MASH on
Feb. 25. Tickets are $15 at Urban Bakery, Nyce and Kings.
Film and Art

Popaganda: The Art and Crimes of Ron English is a film that documents Ron English's two
decade war on public advertising. It's playing at Cinematheque from Feb. 11-16.
The Real Thing: Coca, Democracy, and Rebellion in Bolivia is playing at Cinematheque. This
documentary peels away the layers of rhetoric used to justify the "War on Drugs" and now the "War
on Terrorism" revealing a war between two worlds, one global and modern, the other local and indigenous.
Manitoba Museum is featuring, Opium- The Heavenly Demon, a look into opium's impact on the
world's history and culture. This exhibit runs through until March.
Several local artists are given the chance to shine at Winnipeg Art Gallery's recently launched exhibit, Supernovas. The group exhibit features the works of 29 Winnipeg artists, who work in a variety
of mediums. It runs until May.
Around RRC

Still no Valentine? The Last Chance for Love Valentine's Day social at The Warehouse on Feb. 10
is being put on by Red River College students in an effort to fundraise for Creative Communications
Grad '07.

Interview skills rusty.
Resume need a lift?
CA.R.EER AND .EMPOYMENT SERVICES CAN HELP YOU!
Career and Employment Services provides a full range of employment services to
students.
Please contact the RRC Employment Centre for assistance with:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

job-seeking skills
resumes
cover letters
interview preparation
employment application forms
current labour market information
any other career/employment-related matter

Employment opportunities directed exclusively at Red River College students are posted on
workopolisCampus.com, an employment website used by many colleges and universities

across Canada. The service allows students and alumni to look for jobs online 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Using WorkopolisCampus is absolutely FREE!
HOW DO I REGISTER WITH WORKOPOLISCAMPUS?

To register with WorkopolisCampus log on at www.workopolisCampus.com and simply
click on the New Job Seekers Register Here button. Each user will be required to complete a
mini registration (personal information and academic data). To view job postings targeting
Red River College you will need a password which is RrCcMb97.

NOTRE DAME CAMPUS (204) 632 — 2128 ROOM D102
PRINCESS STREET CAMPUS (204) 949 — 8368 ROOM P206
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cd reviews

Quagmire
One for the Ditch
Independent, 2005
You may not want to watch lead singer Hollywood
Haywood sing with his shirt off, but Quagmire kicks
enough ass on stage sound-wise to distract you from
Haywood's nipples and keep you focused on the
amazing punk-rock n' roll launching at you from the
amplifiers.
Unlike some Winnipeg bands, Quagmire has put
out a quality CD that, from start to finish, is pure
raw energy. One for the Ditch is a solid 14 track mix
of styles from fast-paced hardcore punk to an almost
roughneck, southern rock n' roll.
Quagmire even seems to venture into psychobilly
territory with Bloody Nice, which has some wicked
back up vocals from bass player Katie Bugmire and
some almost twangy, but still pleasantly heavy, guitar
riffs from Chris Quagmire.
Overall, vocals on this album are awesome. The
band is tight and the sound perfect. I haven't been
this pumped about a local album for awhile. One for
the Ditch gives off the impression that the band is
doing what they want and playing what they want,
instead of catering to a specific, genre-loving crowd.
If you have a chance go see Quagmire play live.
They know how to party like it's 1999.
- AMIE LESYK.

Scott Hinkson

Richie Hawtin

Tracking the Outside In

DE9 I Transitions

Independent, 2005

M_nus, 2005

Winnipeg singer/songwriter Scott Hinkson blends
many musical shades together in his chameleon
debut album, Tracking Outside In. Former member
of Winnipeg band Far Gone, Hinkson has crept out
on his own branch to showcase his singer/song writer
talents in this pop/alternative/rock amalgamation
album.
With lyrics like, "Get loaded with me, we'll hit the
LC," my Tegger pride perked up, but wasn't the only
thing that kept me listening to this album through all
twelve tracks.
Subtle intros of quick fingered acoustic strumming
and sinuous lyrics as heard in songs like Center/Line
and Agreeth are woven throughout the disc, entwined
with stiff, powerful songs full of conviction and tied
down by rock roots. This braided combination gives
the album a well—rounded feel.
Some tracks tend to teeter on the cusp of repetitive,
but are not similar enough to raise any serious boredom. Hinkson redeems himself with the impeccably
timed bursts of raw lyrics and rock, providing a sound
that sets him apart from run of the mill pop tarts.
While he tracks his way into the ranks of memorable Canadian artists from the cold obscurity of the
vast musical unknown, Scott Hinkson has made an
album that is well worth a few spins.
- JOANNA FULTZ

Music snobbery is sometimes a necessary evil.
Elitism defined by independence, innovation or
uniqueness is sometimes the driving force behind
bands, musicians, DJs and artists. Richie Hawtin
(aka: F.U.S.E, Plastikman, Concept) has been a huge
stimulus in the production of purist techno, defining
the hypnotizing mechanical Detroit sound.
In 1999, he pioneered Decks, EFX & 909, combining his technical precision DJing with live production on a Roland TR-909 drum machine. This
evolved further with DE9: Closer to the Edit in 2001
using software to additionally manipulate his mixes
into an entirely new DJ art.
The next chapter in Hawtin's DJ manipulation is
the CD/DVD project DE I Transitions — an innovative advancement of playing records which is righteously pretentious. Hawtin adds 5.1 surround sound
DVD to his mix and the result is phenomenal: 106
tunes squeezed into 28 tracks in 96 minutes. There
is a slightly compressed 76 minute CD version
included too.
Also incorporated on the DVD is a mp3 in its
full original 96 minute stereo version, two videos, a
live set with video of Hawtin at TDK Timewarp in
Germany and uber pompous conceptual info about
Transitions.
- JACK RACH
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from the

cutting room
New Punk Cinema
Feb 17-19
Cinematheque

BY AMIE LESYK
n unleashing of punk rock
caught on film is coming to
screen near you, thanks to
Notes from the Underground: New
Punk Cinema a showcase playing at

Cinematheque from Feb 17 - 19.
New Punk Cinema features four
films that document punk rock either
with fictional stories or by diving into
punk rock history with footage from
bands such as New York Dolls, Iggy
Pop, and Bad Brains.
These films, all released within the
last three years, are a rare find. They
wouldn't make it near a traditional
theatre in Winnipeg but thankfully,
indie theatres like Cinematheque
exist to help small-time filmmakers
show material that ventures off into
anti-mainstream territory with some
unique and individual perspectives,
such as the films in the New Punk

Cinema showcase.
It starts with We Jam Econo: The
Story of The Minute Men, which features live footage and interviews with
several bands like Fugazi and Black
Flag and tells the tale of The Minute
Men, who helped expand the parameters of punk during the early '80s.
Punk: Attitude details the birth of
punk rock in New York City, Detroit
and the UK with a look at bands like
The Ramones and The Clash. The
film takes a look at the generation of
misfits who made punk rock a lifestyle abhorred by mainstream society.
Punk: Attitude also takes a step back
and touches on punk's connections to
other styles of music like new wave,
hard core, straight edge, and grunge.
Scumrock is a fictional film described
as a low-budget masterpiece. Though
that may sound less-than impressive,
attach the fact that it won Best Feature
at the 2003 New York Underground

punk film mocks
indie artists
BY ALAN MACKENZIE
Scumrock, the 2002 low budget
film from Jon Moritsugu which
plays at the Cinematheque's upcoming New Punk Cinema series, is a lot
like punk rock itself. Technically it's
a mess, it can be a bit irritating at
first, but overall it works in its own
way and eventually grows on you.
It's fairly easy to see why the film
won awards at the New York and
Chicago underground film festivals.
Shot on muddy home video, the
film never loses its dirty, independent look, but the often hilarious
dialogue and decent performances
from a mostly unknown cast (the
most recognizable cast member
is James Duval who played Frank
the Bunny in Donnie Darko) give
it depth and make it more than just
experimental.
Moritsugu, who built an indie
following since 1989 with films
like Fame Whore and Mod Fuck
Explosion, manages to lovingly
poke fun at the pretentiousness of
both indie rockers and filmmakers,
which oddly enough seem to be his
target audience.
The two main story lines in this
multi-character film follow Roxxy,

the singer of a band called The
Puerto Ricans who fines band members for mistakes and has pre-show
nacho celebrations, and Miles, a
filmmaker trying desperately to
"change movies forever" with a
project called "Death" in which he
must cast the perfect pussy willows
and show naked breasts in "that
way."
•
One of the best sequences is when
an even more ridiculous filmmaker
played by Moritsugu shows up to
give a speech to college students.

Film Festival, then maybe you'll
feel intrigued to check it out. It's a
fictional piece that follows two characters: a pretentious underground
filmmaker (didn't know they existed)
who struggles with his masterpiece
and a punk rock chick who is trying
to keep her band from falling apart.
(Editor's note: Check out the review by
Alan MacKenzie)
Alongside Scumrock is Winnipeg's
own Blow Me by Jaimz Azmundson.

The title may be an indication of the
film's content, but perhaps we should
leave that as a surprise. Actually this
experimental dark short follows film
reviewer Ashley Tray as he experiences
nicotine-fit-induced hallucinations.
It's a parody of sorts, with French film
satire, anti-smoking propaganda and a
twist of kink to finish the mix off.
Show schedules are available at Cinematheque or at
winnipegfilmgroup. com.

Scumrock

Playing at Cinematheque
Feb 17 — 18 w/ Blow Me
By playing this role, Moritsugu
offers a third pretentious filmmaker:
himself.
Scumrock is definitely not for
everyone, but it should find its audience in a program called New Punk
Cinema.
Playing before Scumrock is local
director Jaimz Amundson's 20-minute short Blow Me, which at times
is very funny and reminiscent of
the Kids in the Hall. But it gets too
preachy with its anti-smoking message.

floor

"SHHHHHHH!"
ALAN MACKENZIE, COLUMNIST
friend recently told me that he talks
during movie previews. Immediately
thought, "I'm sorry but our friendship must end here." Okay, so that's an overreaction, but when he admitted that he hates
people who talk during the movie I realized
not everyone has the same idea of when to
shut up.
It used to be that as soon as the lights go out
the chatter ends, but these days you usually
have to sit through a couple minutes of car
commercials (someone bring me the head of
that "zoom zoom" kid), and even I, a person
who loves the entire cinematic experience, will
talk just to show my distaste for advertising in
the theatre.
People have no problem talking during the
ads that play quietly before the lights go down
— in fact, it forces you to converse so you don't
have to hear "I pinch" 200 times - so why
should we pay extra attention to certain ads
just because someone paid a higher price to
have shown in the dark?
Previews are different though. Often this is
where the public first learns of an upcoming
movie. Sometimes people will go to something
they don't want to see, just to see a trailer for
a highly anticipated film (it actually happened
for Star Wars and Lord of the Rings). Sure,
previews are bascially just advertisements, but
a film going audience is more likely to want
to see these ads over spots for cars and soft
drinks.
Trailers can be an art unto themselves.
Usually little thought goes into them, but once
in a while one comes along that is inventive
and makes viewers want more. One of my
favourites in recent years was for the Australian
film Alexandra's Project, where a condensed
version of the film's opening is shown and
nothing else. It works because viewers have no
idea where the film will go. It's suspenseful and
the feeling of dread doesn't leave because the
film's secrets are not given.
Usually this isn't the case anymore. Integral
plot twists are usually given away and suspense
is sucked away from viewers when they see
the film. The all-time worst still has to be
Castaway. Not only do we see Tom Hanks'
plane crash land on an island, we see that he
is the sole survivor, eventually goes home, and
what he does when he gets there. Gee, thanks
for saving me the eight bucks.
The best previews show as little as possible.
One of my all-time favourites is the original
teaser trailer for The Exorcist which showed
only distorted still images to the sound of horrifying screams.
I can understand if someone has the urge to
talk during the previews these days. However,
some of us still want to watch. It's part of the
experience. I'm probably more annoyed at toomuch-information-trailers than most people,
but I still know talking might annoy those
around me.
As for those who talk during the actual feature presentation: you can buy a DVD player
at Wal-Mart for $25.

Ai
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Nat'onal
Defence

year of the
dog dances in

Defense
nationale

BY JOANNA FULTZ

M

I'M LOOKING FOR:

JE CHERCHE

A CAREER
I'LL IKE PRIDE IN

UNE CARRERE
DONT JE SERAI HER

Want a career that's more
than just a job? The Canadian

Une carriere dans les Forces
canadiennes, c'est plus

Forces offer you:

qu'un simple emploi.
Nous vous offrons:

•

•
•

a wide range of careers
in professional fields
and technical trades
specialized training

•

un vaste choix de carrieres
dans des domaines
professionnels et
techniques

subsidized education

To find out more about
our part- and full-time
career opportunities,
visit your local Canadian
Forces recruiting centre.

•
•

ulti - coloured
fireworks explode
across the night
sky, shooting from the thousands of balconies attached
to skyscraping apartment
buildings on either side of
narrow city streets. Drum
beats fill the air and dragon
disguised celebrators crowd
the sidewalks for an elaborate
festivity, signifying the beginning of the Chinese calendar
New Year.
The Year of the Dog (2006)
began on Jan. 29, the day of
the second new moon on the
Chinese lunisolar calendar.
"This place is crazy,"
says Dr. Jeremy Brown, a
Torontonian currently traveling in China for the duration
of the New Year celebrations.
"Hundreds of people have
been shooting fireworks off
of their balconies for hours,
and they show no sign of letting up."
The customary use of fireworks to light up Chinese

holiday;
it
is
the
same as Christmas in the
West," she says. "The best
part is being with family and
friends from all over."
Thousands of people from
Chinese ethnic origin live in
Winnipeg, and there will be
events taking place throughout the city in the upcoming
weeks to celebrate the coming of the new year.
A new year celebration will
be held at the Forks Market
from 2 — 5p.m. on Feb. 12,
with entertainment including the traditional Lion
Dance, a cultural display,
folk dancing, and a Kung-fu
demonstration.

une formation specialisee
une aide financiere
pour vos etudes

Pour en savoir plus sur
les possibilites de carrieres
a temps partiel ou a temps
plein, rendez-vous dans un

students cook up a storm
at campus eatery

centre de recrutement des
Forces canadiennes pros

Prairie Lights
Red River College, Notre Dame Campus

de chez vous.

BY JACK RACH

STRONG. PROUD.
TODAY'S CANADIAN FORCES.

New Year celebrations is derived
from the ancient
legend of a man-eating
beast, Nian, who was
frightened away by loud
noises and vibrant colours.
The Chinese New Year
celebration consists of many
activities taking place over
the span of 15 days. The
Reunion Dinner takes places
on New Year's Eve (Jan. 28)
and is a time for family and
friends to get together and
enjoy traditional Chinese
fare such as dumplings and
sweet rice soup. The festivities continue until the 15th
day of the new year, known
to some as the Lantern
Festival.
Originally
from
the
nothern province of Hebei,
Hester, a representative of the
Winnipeg Chinese Cultural
and Community Centre,
says that the Chinese New
Year is the most recognized
of the traditional Chinese
holidays.
"It is the most important

DECOUVREZ VOS FORCES
DANS LES FORCES CANADIENNES.

1 800 856-8488
Canacral
_ www.forces.gc.ca

PRAYER ROOM AT NOTRE DAME CAMPUS
We are pleased to announce that the Notre Dame Campus has a
new "PRAYER ROOM" in Room A2 - 33. This prayer room has
been in process for quite some time and is now open and
available to both staff and students. It is open from 6:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. People of all spiritual paths, cultures and
traditions are welcome.
The PRAYER ROOM will be used for "silent prayer, meditation
and stillness". It is a place of PEACE AND SERENITY, amidst
the busyness and many activities of college life. Our hope is that
all those who enter there will find renewal and tranquility.
A "Grand Opening" of the prayer room will be hosted later this
fall and will be announced as soon as it is scheduled . . . so be
on the lookout for this upcoming event.
Everyone is invited to use the prayer room whenever there is a
need for some "quiet time" and we hope you will enjoy this
"OASIS" that we have been gifted with.

IS YOUR BIRTHDAY IN NOVEMBER?
First November-born RRC student to e-mail us wins Taste-theWorld "all-you-can-eat" buffet for two ($30 value) plus $25
betting voucher to spend in our Las Vegas-style big-screen
horseplaying area at Assiniboia Downs. Five others win $10
betting vouchers. contestsassiniboiadowns.com.
Watch this space each issue for new birthday months

service is unintentionally sacrificed. "Sometimes the expene of the pitfalls of rience is not about efficiency
Red River College's — it's about learning," Siemens
Notre Dame Campus says with a subtle chuckle.
is that it's located in an indus- "The only one way to prepare
trial area with few amenities a meal is to prepare a meal so
near by. This could explain if the students are learning, the
why the campus itself has so guests are happy."
many dining choices. Over
Siemens wants the students
10 possibilities are available to take what the college
for students, staff; and visitors, teaches them and apply it
including the student-assisted to their positions at Prairie
ventures — The Hard Drive Lights as well as into future
Cafe and The Voyager Dining roles wherever that may be. He
Room.
does insist, however, customers
Through a combination of always get as much attention as
the college's hospitality and students do.
tourism management and culiWithin these rotations new
nary arts programs, the more menus are also created about
upscale Prairie Lights restau- once a month. The menu for
rant is the only establishment January is not large, but conthat is entirely student run. tains enough variety for guests
Culinary arts students prepare to find something satisfying.
all meals from start to finish Soup, salad, gourmet sandwhile hotel and restaurant wiches, entrees, pasta, desserts,
administration students run and daily specials are all availthe front of the restaurant, able. Because Prairie Lights is
directly serving guests.
designed as a training ground,
"The primary purpose of prices are remarkably low too.
being here is to make sure This is fine dining students
students get an excellent learn- can easily afford.
ing experience," says George
On my visit, I started with
Siemens, an instructor on the the soup of the day - roasted
hotel and restaurant adminis- garlic and chicken broth.
tration side.
There was so much garlic
Because of the training that the puree polished my
aspect, there are times when teeth's enamel. The taste was

0

enchanting, but I wouldn't
quite recommend this soup to
anyone.
For an entree, I had the red
snapper with julienne vegetables and spicy rum chilli sauce.
It was presented beautifully
and served hot. The fish was
cooked perfectly too — it was
tender, and full of meaty texture. Unfortunately, because of
the strong flavour of the soup,
this dish tasted quite bland.
My dining partner visits
Prairie Lights at least once a
month. She has never been
disappointed by the food. She
had the red lentil soup and
chicory and endive salad. The
soup was rich with both colour
and flavour. It was spiced like
a warm hug. Her salad was
presented in a glorious starshape where the bold colours
alone were mouth-watering.
Blue cheese and walnuts gave
the salad flavour and textural
depth.
Currently, Prairie Lights is
only open for lunch at 11:
00 a.m., with the last reservation available at 12:15.
Dinner hours will open soon.
Reservations are required: call
632-2594.
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daily show arrives
in the peg
BY CARA LYTWYN

i
CI

week at the
University of Manitoba
brought Daily Show correspondent, Rob Corddry, to entertain
students with stage-to-crowd high fives
and a 'douche bag' chant. The man
that walked New York streets dressed
as Hitler and admitted to having the
strong desire to shoot a hobo, provided
an hour of humour not for the easily
offended.
With his commentary on drugs,
Corddry was advised by the university
to remind students of the drug policy.
Rather than reading it, he created his
own version.
"Don't do crack, it's an '80s drug,"
said Corddry. "Only do ecstasy if you
are a girl who is going to make out with
another girl."
Corddry conducted a Q&A, asking
and answering all of his own questions
including his background and why he
is so handsome.
"I grew up in Boston, Massachusetts
or as I like to call it, not Manitoba,"
said Corddry, "I was the only protestant in a really Irish/Catholic town, so I
was the only person not molested."
After moving to New York upon
graduation, his comedy group performed at the infamous, Upright
Citizens Brigade. This led to spots
on Conan O'Brien, commercials with
Carrot Top, and finally a call from The
Daily Show.
elebration

"They
wanted a guy
that didn't
know much
about politics, but was
really into
poop jokes,"
said Corddry.
Although he's very
successful at poking fun at political
leaders, Corddry was never interested
in reporting the real thing.
"Politics is the business of what's
going on in the world, that's horrible
and so tiresome."
Many fans questioned how legitimate the Daily Show interviews are.
"It's hard for me to wrap my head
around how hard it would be to ask
leading questions and then cut in fake
ones," said Corddry. "It's so much
easier just to be a jackass for three
hours. All good comedy is grounded
in reality."
Corddry described his typical day,
starting at the crack of noon, consisting of free food, complaining, and
googling himself.
"I eat the New York Times for breakfast and crap it out," said Corddry.
"Wash it down with a Wall Street
Journalsmoothie. Then I correct grammatical errors in The Manitoban."
Corddry described Daily Show host,
Jon Stewart as tall and hairy.
"He always has a clear drop of snot
on the end of his nose. You aren't sure

east van novel shows

gritty life
1

BY AMIE LESYK
gritty portrait of East Vancouver
was painted with graphic
escriptions and escalated tones
to a titillated crowd who soaked up the
authors words.
A look around made me wonder if
these were the type of people who like
to read about Vancouver's
seedy under,
belly, but later I realized that it was the
author they were there for, and all, not
just one, of her books.
Eden Robinson, a British Columbia
author, is on a whirlwind tour of readings to promote the launch of her third
book, Blood Sports.
Blood Sports is a story weaved around
flawed, all-to-human characters that
are living on the edge of society, and
the limits they are stretched to when
circumstances pressure their already
fragile existence.
Before she began reading Robinson
explained the books setting, East Van,
to her audience. "It's kind of a'haven,"
she said.
Then she warned. that she would try
to censor some of the books explicit
language, but that at times she would
forget and a few escaped her lips.
Robinson used experiences and

Ad

memories from her time living in East
Van as inspiration for Blood Sports.
"Those were old stomping grounds,"
she said of the East Van landmarks that
are referred to in her book. Another
influence for the book's brutal topics
came from Robinson's family.
"I'll blame my mother. She's a huge
fan of true crime," said Robinson. "I
inherited my taste for the gruesome
from her."
When asked how this theme compares to other Canadian writing,
Robinson made claim that Canada has
a wealth of risque writers.
"I think there's some pretty bloody
stuff out there," she said.
Previously, when Robinson had made
an effort to sell her work to American
publishers, most said it was "too grim,
too violent, too dark, and too disturbing". This made Robinson realize
how valuable the freedom, variety
and acceptance within the Canadian
literary world really was. Blood Sports
actually resulted from the back story of
Robinson's attempt at writing erotica.
"Jeremy started popping up," she says
of one of Blood Sports' main characters.
Robinson sold and autographed her
new book as well as her two previous
books Monkey Beach and Trap Line for

jesus and pop culture
PAMELA ROZ, COLUMNIST
ou see it in movies, musicals, television shows, music, fashion and
almost everywhere you turn. And I'm
if it's going to fall off," said Corddry.
not talking about sex.
"Just kidding, I never met the guy."
Maybe I missed the boat on this one, but
Recently, fellow correspondent
when did religion become so trendy and
Stephen Colbert left the show, to purwhen did people became so vocal?
sue his own.
Most recently in the movies, there
"Colbert is an onion-skin of a human
was a big kerfuffle regarding Passion of
being, stretched over a profound black
the Christ. Maybe as the "non-religious"
abyss," said Corddry. "He's great, if you
person I am, I don't quite understand the
are into white supremacists."
problem, but let me take a stab at it.
The real question period was one of
Passion of the Christ plays out the last
the most disturbing exercises of free
day of Jesus' life. Many reviews for the
speech. The crowd witnessed a dozen
movie have one similarity: Mel Gibson's
twenty-something virgins make bizarre
and pointless inquiries. Corddry opinion is very obvious, which is that a
lot of the blame for Jesus' Crucifixion is
deflected a fan's request to rub his bald
aimed at Jewish priests. There was such
head into an opportunity for a hand
controversy when this movie came out,
job.
that
its release was banned from many
"I want you to pick a thing to rub,"
places in the United States.
said Corddry, as he fell to his knees.
I think that people need to remember
"Whatever is most convenient."
this is one view and one angle of the
One of Corddry's most memorable
Bible, not to mention one period of Jesus'
interviews was discussing women's
health issues with the president of life. There was a story before and after.
Often in movies, only a few moments can
Planned Parenthood, Gloria Feldt,
be covered in a short period of time.
while staring at her breasts.
But Passion of the Christ was just one
"I get to talk to all these interesting
telling of the story of Jesus. Musicals
people," said Corddry, "but at the end
like Jesus Christ Superstar and Godspell
of the day, I'm just staring at boobs."
have graced stages for years. And the
small screen has had numerous religiousthemed shows such as Seventh Heaven
and the most recently aired and cancelled
Blood Sports
Book of Daniel.
All three forms of entertainment depict
Eden Robinson
Jesus
(and religion) in different ways.
Jan. 25
Jesus
Christ
Superstar and Godspell both
McNally Robinson
take on a musical aspect, adding in songs
to the story to allow people to learn about
the events, as well as enjoy a bit of musical theatre.
While JCSS takes on a similar time
period (with a bit less violence) as Passion
of the Christ, Godspell turns it around and
tells yet another angle, based on the gospel of St. Matthew. Again, this musical
ends with the crucifixion of Christ, but in
a more modern way. The show is based
around John the Baptist (Jesus' right hand
man until the end) bringing a community
together. They lead their lives following
and learning from Jesus. I have never personally heard complaints regarding these
two shows. Could it be because of the
musical theatre aspect?
Book of Daniel got cancelled before it
could even get started. It was based on an
Episcopalian priest whose dysfunctional
family drives him to daily conversations
with Jesus in person (seriously). This
stirred up many complaints. You know,
eager fans who each chatted for several the "depiction of Jesus was blasphemous"
kind of stuff. The writers were even
minutes with the friendly author.
Louann Savage, the McNally accused of portraying Jesus as tolerant of
sin in talks with the priest.
Robinson event coordinator had read
Since when did an open mind disapall three of Robinson's books prior to
pear? Isn't there more than one side to
the visit.
a story? Isn't there more than one way to
"They're different," she says of
tell a story?
Robinson's first two books. "She
And really, what's more sacreligious?
stretched herself on this one. I couldn't
A priest having a conversation with Jesus
put it down."
or some skanky pop tart in a "Jesus is my
home-boy" T-shirt?
PHOTO CREDIT
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Not sure how to address that touchy situation?
Maybe a PC response is just what you need.
Dear Paul and Carly
How do you know if someone likes you?
I have a friend of the opposite sex who I
was talking to and she slipped into the conversation some talk about some of her solo
sexual action. I was a little surprised and
not really sure what to make of it seeing as
we've really never talked sex before. I am a
little confrsed. Is something more going on
here between us or is she just pushing my
buttons?

MAIIL.

*arllyandplad

Qtheprojector.ca

Dear Carly and Paul
I came home last night and found my roommate fighting in the living room with his girlfriend. They are always arguing and it gets pretty
intense, although I have never seen him hit her.
I just go into my room and wait it out. Its wrong
the way he treats her and I am afraid that it
might get ,worse.
What should I do?
Worried, Winnipeg

Dirty Talker
Paul Says:

Paul Says:
It's tough to say. If you could get your friend
to repeat what she said into a microphone,
convert it to a MP3 format, and then email
those words to carlyandpaul@theprojector.ca
so that I could listen and judge for myself, I
might be able to give you better advice.
Or maybe you could, I dunno, ask her?
Most any problem can be solved with some
open conversation... just don't forget to send
me that MP3.

Carly Says:

This is a tough one because there are so many ways to
find yourself completely boned, six ways from Sunday.
Nobody wants to be told that they're abusive, especially
someone you're living with. But I think that is exactly
what you need to tell him. You'll have to be careful when
approaching him seeing as you are not family, you might not
be friends, and in most cases, your roommate is just that — a person
you share a place with. However, sometimes just knowing that someone is
watching is enough to let know that they're abusive actions are wrong.
And if it doesn't, then I would suggest calling one of the many hotlines better trained to deal with these issues than a college advice column such as the
Domestic Violence Information/Crisis Line at 1-877-997-0007.
Carly Says:

It doesn't mean anything. In this day and
age, masturbation is practically discussed on
Seasame Street (OK, maybe not quite, but it's
certainly not as taboo as it once was). He or
she is just getting comfortable with you. Fact
of life: some people just love to talk about
their sex lives, whether it's prompted from
others or not. This person's sex life just happens to only involve them and their right (or
left) hand. Uncomfortable? Tell them that.

Firstly, from a roommate perspective, tell him you can't handle coming
home to such a volatile situation any more. After all, who wants hostility in
the air instead of one of the many scented candle options they have these days?
Secondly, kudos to you for being concerned, but don't forget that his girlfriend
most likely has friends and family to support her if things are going wrong. The
best you can do, without making home life hell for you, is ask Mr. Yells-a-Lot
why he stays with this girl if he is so angry all the time. If he says it's because he
loves her, say you certainly don't get that impression the way he treats her. Tread
carefully though, as the last thing you want is for him to replace her with you
as the victim.

bonus point
So, let me get this straight_ You
started a band, which became fabulously
famous and wealthy. You toured the
world, became a celebrity, and ruined it
all in two weeks.

Ca
And through alt this, you
never felt the need to let
me in on The action, huh?

Well, not a whole lot, it's just...
Mitch, I guess. He seems to
have token my return really well.
I guess I just expected more
of a... response, I guess.

Wen, Mitch is a pretty
resilient guy. I'm sure be'
fine.

Oh, yeah, no worries "pal". I'll be in my,
room, in case you want to exclude me
from an Oscar win, or a skateboarding
team, or some other awesome thing.

OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Diversity & Immigrant
Student Support
LEARN THE ART OF AFRICAN DRUMMING
WELCOME TO THE LUNAR NEW YEAR:
ASIAN BUFFET LUNCH
With music, martial arts, and dance performances by
Rambo Productions, and a free draw for GREAT PRIZES!
January 26th, it:00am - 1:00pm
lage.u; Cafeteria, Notre Dame Campus
12:15Pro

Meltdown Week
Diversity Events

FREE HAND DRUM RHYTHMS AFRICAN DRUMMING
WORKSHOP!
February 14th, 11:30

2: 0

Th e Cave, Notre Dame Cam ;u

FOREIGN FILM FRIDAYS- J ANUARY
Spotlight on Asia
ag ,
Released in 2003, this is the first movie ever to come
out of the Himalayan Kingdom of Bhutan

A romantic comedy about right, wrong and
everything in between.

FUBUKI DAIKO (Blizzard Drums
Catapulting Japanese drumming into the 21st century,
Fubuki Daiko fuses modern and ancient elements to
create a truly eclectic experience that is part martial arts
athleticism, part dance, and all RHYTHM!

DIVERSITY DISPLAY: A CELEBRATION
OF THE CHINESE IN CANADA
Check out this display highlighting the Lunar New Year
and the history of the Chinese in Canada, and enter the
free draw for GREAT PRIZES!

SOUND BARRIERS
Check out this collaboration between prominent
Winnipeg hip hop artists Gruf the Druid and 2004
Canadian DMC Champion, DJ Brace.
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LUNAR NEW YEAR CELEBRATION!

ALSO._ THE 7TH ANNUAL DIVERS
CONTEST PRESENTS•_

Chinese Cultural Displays
Calligraphy and Fortune Telling
The Great Chopstick Challenge - WIN GREAT PRIZES!
See the Lion Dance performed!

THE STEP-OUT-OF-YOUR-BOX
DIVERSITY CHALLENGE!
$500, $300, 6 $200 Awards!

uary 7tp

oar

1100am 1:00pm

:00a

0p

es tre i

Experience a different cultural, religious, or ethnic tradition or maybe spend a day with someone who is new to
Canada. This essay contest challenges you to step out of
your cultural box and open yourself up to the diversity in
your community. Then create a project (it doesn't have to
be an essay!) that expresses what this experience taught
you and what diversity means to you.

WELCOME TO FRIENDLY MANITOBA!

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15TH, 2006

Celebration for all RRC Immigrant 6 International Students
Featuring live local entertainment including music,
improve comedy, dance, and much more! Invitation Only

For more info or to pick up your entry form cont act:
Diversity 6 Immigrant Student Support
Building 0, Room 105, Notre Dame Campus
Room P-210J, Princess Street Campus
Phone: 949-8393 • Email: areynolds@nt.mb.ca

If you are an immigrant or international student and
you did not receive an invitation by mail, please contact
Alix Reynolds by phone at 949-8393, by email at
aregnolds@rrc.mb.ca, or by dropping by the Diversity
Office located in D105 (Notre Dame Campus) or
P-2101 (Princess Street Campus

The Diversity Events e coordinated by:
The Office of Diversity & Immigrant Studer
D105, Notre Dame Campus
P21W Prince5s Street Campu s
Email: areynolds:arc.mb.ca Phon 949-8393

